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The guest speaker at this year’s AGM was soprano Susan Bullock (CBE), known especially for her
Wagnerian roles particularly Isolde and Brünnhilde, for Strauss’ Elektra and Helen, and for her
dramatic acting as well as her wonderful singing.  It was a privilege to watch Vic-Wells Vice
President, Nickolas Grace, assume the role of chat show host, and interview our star guest. After
claiming a connection with her - as they were both from Cheshire – Nickolas asked her about a
range of topics but what, for me, was most memorable was Susan’s entertaining description of
her appearance at the Last Night of the Proms 2011. She had only one rehearsal with the
orchestra, the day before, but the whole experience, especially entering the Albert Hall arena and

hearing the roar from the crowd was unforgettable. After
singing Brünnhilde's Immolation Scene from Act 3 of
Götterdämmerung, Susan went off and put on a costume that offered a sort of
combination of Brünnhilde and Britannia for the finale of ‘Rule Britannia’ and ‘Land of
Hope and Glory’. This costume included a spear that fired streamers and a formidable
helmet. However because the BBC makeup people had covered her hair with so much
hair lacquer the helmet soon started slipping towards the back of her head.  Worried that
she was about to be garrotted by her chinstrap on national television, Susan tried to flick
the helmet forward, but it carried on moving backwards. Fortunately one of the first
violinists realised what was happening, put down his violin, walked over and jammed the
helmet onto her head so that it wouldn’t move again. The roar from the crowd
applauding the violinist’s action was tremendous. 

Susan also regaled us with the story of her appearance at last night of the 2012
Olympics. Eric Idle invited her to take part in his ‘Always look on the bright side of life’
sequence (Susan had first performed with Idle in Jonathan Miller’s Mikado in 1986).
Here she appeared again as a version of Britannia. There was only one rehearsal - in
Dagenham in the pouring rain – and, although another rehearsal was promised, in the
end there was no time. So Susan walked into the Olympic arena not knowing how far she
had to walk, or how quickly she needed to go. Fortunately a radio in her ear gave her
directions – ‘walk, walk, walk, turn, sing’. 

It was particularly appropriate for Susan to be talking to the Vic-Wells Association as the
opera side of the Association often seems under represented these days.  And Susan sang for many years at the ENO, which
evolved from the Vic-Wells opera company.  Although Susan had some star roles at the ENO, she also has fond memories



Glenda Jackson as King Lear with Morfydd Clark as Cordelia Photo: Manuel Harlan

Susan Bullock with Nickolas Grace
after the interview

of the time she spent singing in the ENO chorus or sitting in row J, watching, studying and
learning.

Susan’s favourite opera house is Teatro Colón in Buenos Aires, although she also likes Buxton
and La Fenice. She thinks the hardest languages to sing in are Czech and Estonian. She
reminded us that Wagnerians need stamina; the first act of Götterdämmerung is longer than
the whole of La Bohème.

Susan, who was accompanied by her husband, tenor Richard Berkeley-Steele, stressed that
she doesn’t like standing around in a frock, she likes to act. That’s why she considers herself
to be an actor who sings.

The interview ended to sustained applause and with the presentation of a bouquet by Vic-
Wells Chairman, James Ranger.

Members with internet access can watch the 2011 Prom Performances on YouTube:

Wagner: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Y3HVwihbO4   Rule Britannia:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xMR7x1LPxVQ 
   

Glenda Jackson’s King Lear
Professor Liz Schafer was not impressed by the “boring” approach to staging the great patriarchal tragedy

but applauds Glenda Jackson for her “magnificent” stellar Lear

2016 has seen an awful lot of King Lears and I’m struggling to find a collective noun for them – a herd? A pack? A swarm?

A gaggle? Recently London theatre goers have even had the opportunity to compare and contrast two mighty Lears running

at the same time: Antony Sher directed by Gregory Doran for the RSC and Glenda Jackson directed by Deborah Warner

for the Old Vic. I feel the design teams conferred with each other in advance of the openings and agreed to do things as

differently as possible; Sher’s Lear has furs, an elevated throne and a shaggy beard; Jackson’s Lear, by comparison, is

an anger-fuelled wraith, trapped by a rehearsal room aesthetic, with Brechtian scene titles, crew onstage, someone doing

the vacuuming, tables everywhere, and blue plastic bucket seats. Indeed the production opened with stark white screens,

glaring out at the audience and trumpeting ‘concept alert’. Most characters were dressed so casually the narrative risked

becoming underwhelming; the sense was that the next door neighbours having a row rather than that armies were

marching to death because the royal family had fallen out. But Glenda Jackson’s Lear was magnificent in the midst of the

unremarkable, the banal and the – sorry – sometimes boring approach to staging the great patriarchal tragedy. Jackson

was clear, compelling, human, inconsistent, infuriating and, unlike some onstage, audible. The highlight of the night was

when her Lear raged in a magnificent storm where clever effects, using shimmering white lights to project a dizzying

flickering display (Rain? Snow? Sleet?) against a billowing blackness (created by what looked like giant bin bags); this

generated an extraordinary sense of the storm in nature mirroring the storm in Lear’s mind. 

So generally the Old Vic production

was very uneven. Rhys Ifans’ Fool

d i d  a  g r e a t  B o b  D y l a n

impersonation but the Fool’s lines

were as baffling as ever, and not

helped by Ifans’ distracting, saggy-

bottomed Superman costume

(although when he donned a scary

clown mask it got more interesting).

The Dover Cliff scene is always a

challenge and Gloucester’s belief in

his fall was made more plausible as

Edgar shoulder charged him as he

dropped to the ground, adding to

the sense of disorientation and

confusion. Meanwhile an exquisite,

simplified blue seascape provided a

serene background to Gloucester’s act of despair. Some of the stranger moments include a comedy turn when Regan

throws one of Gloucester’s eyes into the stalls; the Gloucester family’s proneness to undressing – and on one occasion

masturbating - in public; Albany’s sudden eruption of grief over Goneril. At the end the frail, exhausted Lear is pulled

onstage, sitting on a blanket, cradling the dead Cordelia. It’s ungainly and it’s deeply moving. Jackson’s Lear dies and gets

a standing ovation but her stellar Lear deserved a less clunkily concept-driven production.
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 No’s Knife (Excerpts from Beckett’s Texts for Nothing)
Richard Allen Cave reviews Lisa Dwan’s recent performance at the Old Vic

“Applauding seemed
an act of sacrilege”

Lisa Dwan has rapidly been establishing herself in the front rank of Beckett performers, since she seems remarkably,

effortlessly to combine in the personae she creates both fearlessness and vulnerability. She possesses a considerable

vocal and tonal range, a meticulous ear for the rhythms of Beckett’s prose, a lyricism that can shade in a moment into

a brutal confrontation with the harsh and hard realities of her characters’ situations. That wealth of accomplishments,

honed throughout her earlier rendering of the haunted women who people Not I, Footfalls and Rockabye, was much in

demand for her recent production under Joe Murphy’s direction of selections from Beckett’s Texts for Nothing, which

she chose to call, No’s Knife. 

Comparison with that earlier group of performances is illuminating. All the works in question focus on the plight of an

individual trapped in a condition not of their own choosing or devising, which they rage against even as they struggle

to understand it. But there is one notable difference between early and recent performances: the earlier engage with

three plays for the theatre, the later with dramatising some fragmentary works of fiction, highly idiosyncratic forms of

short story. On the page there appear to be marked similarities in each case a flow of speech that defines an endlessly

self-searching monologue, but the three short plays have an added visual dimension of Beckett’s devising, appreciated

only in performance. And what powerful visual statements they are (a torn mouth jabbering in a black void; an aged

woman pacing relentlessly up and down a carefully defined space; another elderly woman, dressed for a formal social

engagement, moving back and forth in a rocking chair). As the plays progress, that visual dimension becomes a

metaphor of each character’s tortured mind and a guide that fosters a spectator’s developing imaginative engagement

with that mind. The visual and the verbal work in an absolute synthesis. The stories by contrast intimate an environment

but do not specify more than a pervading sense of entrapment.

While Lisa Dwan’s performing and

interpretative skills were on exemplary

display in No’s Knife, not all of the four

sections or mini-dramas into which the

material had been divided had quite the

same intensity of impact; and the problem

was the visual dimension. Christopher

Oram has devised some disturbing images:

a rock face from which Dwan emerged only

to be held there for all her desperate

struggles; a waste land littered with broken

off tree roots like some of the war artists’

depictions of the trenches and no man’s

land through which Dwan wandered

aimlessly; a suspended cage positioned

high above the stage in which Dwan appeared magisterially in judgement on her self. Together they were perspectives

on the character’s struggles with a created identity poised between birth and death: the character talks of reaching after

images to define the intricacies of her predicament, and the sequence of stage pictures went some way to defining that

psychological impulse. Always in the dialogue the character wears out the possibilities of each image, showing how none

can fully match her complex levels of awareness.

It was the last visual effect that astonishingly brought the character’s

psychological dilemma absolutely into focus: Dwan stepped right out of the

proscenium arch, walked over the forestage and on to a narrow dais reaching out

into the audience. Freed for a while of the trappings of theatre, she was her

vulnerable self agonising in our midst. Suddenly the whole inner life of the play found its correlative: here was a created

being, acting a role but empathising profoundly with what was in part her own creation as a performer, so the boundaries

of what was real and what was fiction elided to a degree where the play moved into deeply spiritual territory and we

watched the confrontation of an individual soul with its seemingly indifferent Creator. The sheer longing for

understanding was overwhelming. It was a brave moment for a performer to be so exposed to our appraising, maybe

critical eyes. So brilliantly handled was this last part of No’s Knife that applauding seemed an act of sacrilege, especially

since the character’s only way out of that final situation was tragically to retreat back into the stage from which she had

temporarily escaped and prepare to begin a further performance all over again. This moment captured Beckett’s theme

with an exact precision.
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Autumn Visitors to Sadler’s Wells
Three of UK’s major dance companies gave short seasons at Sadler’s Wells last autumn. 

Richard Reavill reviews the performances of the Birmingham Royal Ballet, the English National Ballet 
and (in the next issue) the National Ballet of China.

Akram Khan’s Giselle

Joseph Caley as Ferdinand and Jenna Roberts as Miranda in The Tempest Photo: Bill Cooper

First up was Birmingham Royal Ballet with the final two programmes from its Shakespeare Anniversary tribute. The earlier
part of the one-week stay was given to a triple bill, with a new work by Jessica Lang, Wink; the first performance by a major
UK dance company of Jose Limon’s The Moor’s Pavane, and a revival of David Bintley’s Shakespeare Suite. Wink is a “neo-
classical” ballet, based on five recited Shakespeare sonnets, one of which has the word “wink” in its first line, and a
commissioned score by Jakub Ciupinski. Limon’s “Variations on a theme of Othello” is set to music by Henry Purcell, and
is a masterpiece. A dance in the style of a pavane for the four leading characters in Othello, it provided meaty roles for
Brandon Lawrence as the Moor, Jenna Roberts as his wife and Iain Mackay as Iago. All gave very strong performances.
Lawrence, and Tyrone Singleton also appeared as Othello in Shakespeare Suite, doubtless saving time on the study of
characterization, and perhaps also the make-up bills. 

Bintley’s ballet is set to the jazz suite “Such Sweet Thunder” (a Shakespeare quote) by Duke Ellington and Billy Strayhorn.
It includes pas-de-deux for six “mis-matched” couples from Shrew; Richard III; Dream; Othello; Macbeth; and Romeo and
Juliet, and also Lewis Turner as a manic solo-dancing Hamlet. There is much humour in this ballet, which makes it an ideal
closer for a triple bill, and more comes from the costumes of Jasper Conran. My favourites are the sharp-suited Richard
III with the dark shades, and particularly the spiky red-haired and stripy kilted Macbeth, though BRB dancers from north
of the border might not find this reference to perceived Scottish physical characteristics quite so funny.

The latter part of the short season saw
the London premiere of Bintley’s new
full-evening ballet The Tempest.
Presented in two acts, the work
provided some of BRB’s leading
dancers with juicy created roles. 
Jenna Roberts was a gentle and
astonished Miranda, and Joseph Caley
an ardent Ferdinand. Mathias
Dingman was very air-born as Arial,
assisted by some high-wire flying
effects, and Lachlan Monaghan
produced a spectacular solo as
Neptune in the second act masque.
However,  the two s tand-out
performances came from Tyrone
Singleton as Caliban, and Iain Mackay
in the lead role of Prospero. Bintley
provided attractive and expressive
choreography. Though many people
liked it, I was not much drawn to the

commissioned score by Sally Beamish which seemed rather too percussive and not quite magical enough. Bintley is one
of the few current choreographers who can do story ballets, and though very successful in this respect with the complex
plot of The Tempest, we might find that he will make a few small adjustments on the next occasion the ballet appears.

The next visitors, English National Ballet, had
a smash hit with Akram Khan’s new work
based on Giselle, marketed as Akram Khan’s
Giselle presumably to ensure differentiation
from the classic work. This is a wise move, as
much is changed: music, choreography and
details of the story, though the characters
and the basics of the original plot remain. As
all the Wells’ performances were sold out
many weeks before the London premiere, I
journeyed to Southampton to see a
performance with Alina Cojocaru as Giselle;
Isaac Hernandez as Albrecht; Cesar Corrales
as Hilarion; and Stina Quagebeur as Myrtha,
all giving outstanding interpretations of
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S J Brady

Ramberts’ The Creation Photo: Tristram Kenton

Out and About with the Vic-Wells
Liz Schafer reports on the VW’s outing to see the play “Margaret of Anjou”

Ella Garland Siân Mayhall-PurvisAdi Lev

Khan’s steps. “The Outcasts”, migrant garment workers displaced from their jobs, replace the peasants of the classic
ballet, with “The Landlords” substituted for the nobles. Albrecht is a disguised Landlord wooing Giselle, and Hilarion is
an Outcast “fixer” dealing with the Landlords.
When Giselle discovers Albrecht’s duplicity she
goes mad with grief, but is killed by the Outcasts
on the orders of the principal Landlord, who is
Bathilde’s father.  Act Two follows the plot of the
classic Giselle. The music by Vincenzo Lamagna,
“after” Adolphe Adam did not impress. The set,
with an immense moving wall, was spectacular,
but the lighting was poor. The principal dancers
were not well differentiated among the purposely
drab costumes of the Outcasts, and some of the
Landlord’s costumes were seriously bizarre. The
choreography, though often repetitive, was
somehow rather effective, perhaps because the
company gave it their total commitment. I would
need to see it again before coming to a final
conclusion, and ENB will be presenting it again early next year, in addition to the Mary Skeaping production of the classic
Giselle. Compare and contrast? Miss Rojo clearly knows what to do when she has a hit on her hands!

In early November, Rambert’s one-week season at Sadler’s Wells started with a triple bill of new work: Frames,
choreographed by Alexander Whitley; Hydrargyrum by Patricia Okenwa; and Flight by Malgorzata Dzierzon. I missed this
programme, but did catch Mark Baldwin’s new piece, The Creation, to the oratorio of Haydn. For Rambert, this was a big
project, with orchestra, dancers from the company and the Rambert School, the BBC Singers, and three principal singer-
soloists. The work was commissioned by Garsington Opera, and first performed with them in July this year. With some
hundred or so performers, and a major piece of music to interpret, this is a big undertaking for Baldwin, even for
Rambert’s 90th year. The orchestra and singers are placed at the back of the stage, but very visible, behind the gothic
tracery of Pablo Bronstein’s set. The costumes (Stevie Stewart) are based on modern leotards, but with additional
components which gave them a Jacobean feel. Baldwin’s choreography sits well with the music, though I would need to
be much better acquainted with the score to know how much the dance adds to the work. Even so, it was an enjoyable
and impressive performance.

The next major event at the Wells was a visit by the National Ballet of China, who performed The Peony Pavilion. The new
Matthew Bourne ballet, The Red Shoes, will be the major event running before and after Christmas. These will be reported
in the next Broadsheet.

The last Vic-Wells’s outing was to see Margaret of Anjou, a ‘new’ play by Shakespeare, performed by the By Jove Theatre

Company in The Gallery on the Corner in Battersea.  Four performers - all women - played a whole range of roles as we

followed Margaret from France (at street level), to England (down the stairs in the basement).  Adi Lev as Margaret was

passionate and compelling and there were plenty of memorable moments: battered red and white rose petals lying on

the floor, a poignant emblem of cost of the Wars of the Roses; Margaret switching the lights out at the end of the play as

she departed for France; S.J. Brady’s Richard III sweeping up the mess of battle during the soliloquy that usual opens

Richard III; the nervousness and frailty of Sian Mayhall-Purvis’s Henry VI; the swashbuckling Suffolk played by Ella Garland. 

In the bare, stripped back space the story of one of Shakespeare’s greatest female characters was brought vividly to life.

News of another interesting Vic-Well’s outing will be published in the next issue of the Broadsheet.
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Report of James Ranger, Chairman of the Vic-Wells Association, 
presented to the Annual General Meeting on 28th November 2016

ARE YOU ABLE TO HELP ???

The Vic-Well’s Broadsheet, in its present form, has been around for more than
10 years having taken over from a flimsy A5 size photocopied newsletter.

Would YOU like to contribute to our long established publication?

Have you been to a Sadler's Wells or Old Vic production recently? Was it a
brilliant or disappointing performance? Please send your review to The Editor
(details on the back page).

The copy deadline for the next issue is Saturday 11th March 2017.

Oh Dear! But it could happen to anybody...

What would the late, bleak playwright Samuel Beckett make of Salman Rushdie’s unscripted

contribution to the Old Vic premiere of his No’s Knife? Irish actress Lisa Dwan was in full

Beckettian spout when The Satanic Verses author Salman Rushdie dozed off. One distracted

theatregoer remarked: “Dwan takes a lot of pauses in the play so Sir Salman’s snoring was even

more unfortunate”.

This report covers the period 1st July 2015 to 30th June 2016. I am sure you would wish to join me in sending our best

wishes to our amazingly busy President, Simon Russell Beale CBE. He apologized for not attending our Shakespeare party

but was abroad at the time. Currently he is acting as Prospero in the RSC production of ‘The Tempest’. Our AGM in 2015

was held at Sadler’s Wells on November 30th. On this occasion the guest speaker was Isla Blair who was interviewed by

Vice-President, Nickolas Grace. She was trained at RADA at the very young age of 16. In a lively conversation she reviewed

her long and successful career in the profession.

The traditional Twelfth Night Party and Shakespeare birthday Party were both held in very pleasant surroundings at the

Old Vic. The Twelfth Night cake was cut by Fenella Fielding. She chatted happily with many of our Members who greatly

enjoyed the party. Our guests at Shakespeare’s Birthday Party, which was held in the historic large rehearsal room, were

Dame Joan Plowright and Dame Eileen Atkins. This was a very special party as on this date it was not only the birthday

of Shakespeare but also the 400th anniversary of his death on the same day. Our thanks go to the many helpers who

provided such an excellent buffet for both occasions, ably coordinated by Ruth Jeayes and our thanks also go to the Old

Vic for allowing us to host these enjoyable parties there. We made an enjoyable visit to the Rambert Company in their

splendid new premises on the South Bank. Members also attended a few rehearsals at Sadler’s Wells.

Your Committee met five times during the year to run the affairs of the Association and plan future activities and I am sure

you will join me in thanking them for their support and good work. Our website www.vic-wells.co.uk is still being brought

up to date and does contain a great deal of valuable information but it will benefit considerably from being refreshed

further. Marjory Agha edited four splendid colourful editions of the Broadsheet which Members praised. That is the story

of another active year in our long history.

The Hon. Treasurer’s report for the financial year to the 30th June 2016 was also presented. General expenses had

exceeded income again this year. The major cost being The Broadsheet which in better years had been largely born by

the income from the dividends from our Barclay’s shareholding. This income has reduced significantly in the past couple

of years and investment income on our assets is also at a low ebb.  The charity funds had been approved by a chartered

accountant and no donations had been made from them during the year. The total worth of the Association including the

shareholdings remains in a healthy state although liquid assets are reduced by the excess costs of producing The

Broadsheet. Copies of the full report and of the financial statements are available from the Treasurer (please send a

stamped addressed C5 envelope).
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Iris as Eurydice in Sadler’s Wells
Opera Company’s production of
Orpheus and the Underworld on a
six-week tour of Australia in 1962 in
which she “made a splash” by taking
a bubble bath on stage. One
Australian critic wrote “Iris Kells
sang, danced and acted Eurydice
with such delightful charm one well
understood why Heaven raised Hell
to gain her favours”

IRIS VICTORIA KELLS (31 January 1923 - 10 August 2016)

Reviewing her 1958 debut with Sadler’s Wells Opera as Gretel in Humperdinck’s Hansel
and Gretel, The Stage singled out Iris Kells for her “clear voice of much sweetness”. It went
on to note her “ease and lack of affectation”, qualities that remained with Kells throughout
a long career in which she formed a long association with Sadler’s Wells. She took roles
in notable operas by Ralph Vaughan Williams and Benjamin Britten, notably the former’s
Pilgrim’s Progress, in which she sang the woodcutters boy in the premiere at Covent
Garden, and the latter’s Peter Grimes singing second niece in the first recording with Peter
Pears (1958).    

She was born Iris Victoria Kells in Pachmarhi, a hill station in India, in 1923. Her father,
who was of Irish descent, was a colonel in the Indian army. As a child she sang for fun at
her convent school, “where music was encouraged”. When Noel Coward visited India she
joined him on stage for a duet. The family moved to London in 1939 and Kells won a
scholarship to study at the Royal College of Music. At the start of her career, Kells joined
the chorus of the Royal Opera House in 1949 and was soon taking small solo roles. After
one performance of The Marriage of Figaro in 1952 The Times critic wrote that “particular
praise is due to Miss Iris Kell’s lovely singing of Barbarina’s pin-aria in the last act”. 

She moved to Sadler’s Wells in the late 1950s, bringing her delightful voice to singing
Clorinda, one of the ugly sisters, in Rossini’s La Cenerentola and Adele in Straus’s Die
Fledermaus. In her later career, she ventured successfully into music hall, performing
throughout the 1970s.  Although successfully treated for a brain tumour in 1966, her
singing appearances became less frequent. She made a brief return to the stage to
understudy Judi Dench in The Good Companions at Her Majesty’s Theatre in 1974 and
sang for the seasonal Ice Capades at Wembley.     

In 1947 Iris Kells married the conductor and music coach Leonard Hancock while she was still a student at the Royal
College. That marriage was dissolved and in 1967 she married Stephen Arlen, the general manager of Sadler’s Wells
Opera. He died in 1972 and she is survived by their daughter, whose godfather, Laurence Olivier, insisted that if she was
to call her daughter Juliette, it had to be spelt in the French way.

ELSIE JEAN MORISON (15 August 1924 - 5 April 2016)

Australian soprano Elsie Morison burst on to the post-war musical scene in London with
stunning performances in concert and opera. Twenty years later she vanished almost as
suddenly as she had arrived. During those two decades there were glorious performances,
rave reviews, public adulation and heart-warming recordings. After she married the great
Czech conductor Rafael Kubelik in 1963, the couple decided they wanted to be together all
the time: she would be present at all his concerts, sit in on his rehearsals and listen attentively
at his recording sessions. But during her public career Morison enjoyed a rôle in some of the
most important musical events of the day, including Poulenc’s Dialogues of the Carmelites
with a little-known Joan Sutherland. Leading conductors queued up to record with her,
including Thomas Beecham in Tippet’s A Child of our Time, which continues to resonate.

She was born in 1924 in Ballarat. At the Melbourne Conservatorium she won the Nellie Melba
scholarship, and a visiting professor from the Royal College of Music encouraged her to
continue her studies there. Aged 21, she set sail for Britain in 1946 and in 1947 she won the
college’s Queen’s Prize. From her first public appearance in Britain – at the Albert Hall in

1948, in Handel’s Acis and Galatea – she was attracting glowing reviews. She joined Sadler’s Wells that year, appearing
in repertoire as diverse as Falstaff (as Nanetta), Rimsky-Korsakov’s Snow Maiden (the title role), and Carmen (as
Mercedes), but by 1953 had moved to Covent Garden, making her debut as a glorious Mimi in La Boheme.

She met Kubelik in 1955 soon after his appointment as musical director of Covent Garden. He was unimpressed with her
audition for the role of Marenka in The Bartered Bride; but David Webster, general manager of Covent Garden, was so
convinced by Morison that he paid for her to fly to Amsterdam so Kubelik could hear her again. Kubelik sent a telegram
to Webster, “We have our Marenka”. They were married in 1963. She completed a few commitments, such as her
appearance in Beethoven’s Fidelio under Otto Klemperer, and made a few recordings with Kubelik, including Mahler’s
Symphony No 4, before playing a supporting role to her husband.

Morison brought down the curtain on her career with a concert in Melbourne in 1968 that was conducted by Kubelik with
her mother in the audience. The last music she sang in public was an emotional account of Dvorak’s Songs My Mother
Taught Me. After Kubelik’s death in 1996, she continued their life’s rhythm in his memory, commuting between
Switzerland, California and Prague, to where the conductor had returned in 1990 after 42 years in exile to conduct the
Czech Philharmonic. 
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Sadler’s Wells, Rosebery Avenue, London EC1R 4TN  0844 871 0090 www.sadlerswells.com 

Main Theatre Stills from Sadler’s Wells website used with permission   
6 Dec - 29 Jan Matthew Bourne/New Adventures - The Red Shoes

3 - 4 Feb Tanztheater Wuppertal Pina Bausch Masurca Fogo ì

15 - 26 Feb Flamenco Festival London

4 - 11 Mar Company Wayne McGregor/Paris Opera Ballet Tree of Codes

14 - 18 Mar Sergei Polunin Project Polunin

23 Mar - 1 Apr English National Ballet Pina Bausch / William Forsythe /

Hans van Manen - triple bill

3 - 8 AprNew Adventures Matthew Bourne’s Early Adventures í

11 - 12 Apr Crystal Pite & Jonathon Young Betroffenheit

14 - 15 Apr Family weekend - Aracaladanza Vuelos

19 Apr National Youth Dance Company  Tarantiseismic    

Lilian Baylis Studio

12 - 14 Jan  Mossoux Bonté Whispers 

16 - 19 Jan  Joli Vyann Imbalance

9 - 10 Feb  ¯finMalta Dance Ensemble From home with love

18 - 19 Feb  Second Hand Dance Getting Dressed

2 - 3 Mar   Stopgap Dance Company The Enormous Room

9 - 10 Mar  Aakash Odedra Company Echoes and I Imagine

15 - 17 Mar  Adam Linder AUTO FICTO REFLEXO

30 - 31 Mar  Wild Card: Dan Daw

Peacock Theatre

Portugal Street, Kingsway, London WC2A 2HT

31 Jan - 18 Feb German Cornejo’s Tango Fire î

21 Feb - 11 Mar Mother Africa Khayelitsha - My Home

14 - 25 Mar Yamato Chousensha - The Challengers

COMING SOON

  Old Vic Theatre www.oldvictheatre.com  
  Waterloo Road, London SE1 8NB 0844 871 7628  
      

10 December - 18 February
Tim Key, Rufus Sewell and Paul Ritter in

Yasmina Reza’s ART +

25 February - 29 April
Daniel Radcliffe and Joshua McGuire in Tom Stoppard’s
Rosencrantz and Guilderstern Are Dead
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Lewes BN7 1TW
r.cave@rhul.ac.uk

Acting Secretary:
Dr. Richard Reavill
7 Nuns Acre
Goring
Reading RG8 9BE
0149 187 2574
vicwells@tiscali.co.uk

Membership Secretary:
Professor Liz Schafer
372 Stroude Road
Virginia Water
GU25 4DB
0134 484 2836
e.schafer@rhul.ac.uk

Treasurer:
Mr. Neville C Taylor
Flat 1
128 Gloucester Terrace
London W2 6HP
020 7262 5898
neville.taylor@homecall.co.uk

Broadsheet Editor:
Mrs Marjory Agha
18 Pembroke Road
Kensington
London W8 6NT
0774 684 7126
vwbroadsheet@hotmail.co.uk

PLEASE MAKE A
NOTE IN YOUR

2017 DIARY!
The Vic-Wells
Shakespeare

Birthday Party will
be held on Saturday

22nd April 2017

Copy deadline for

the next issue of

 The Broadsheet is

 Saturday,

11th MARCH 2017

Items or letters

for publication

should be sent to 

The Editor

 by this date.

8Printed and distributed by The Ludo Press Ltd., 18 Wimbledon Stadium Business Centre, Riverside Road, London SW17 0BA
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